"Polymer and Composite Rheology" is the second edition of "Polymer Rheology" published by Lawrence E. Nielsen in 1977. The revised version also focuses on the practical, industrial orientated aspects of Rheology. In several chapters on polymer melts, polymer solutions, liquid-crystal polymers, suspensions, emulsion, foams, and as well as chemorheology and gelation the author gives an introduction into the rheological properties and related structural background of various materials. On the other side, chapters on rheometry, normal stress measurements, dynamic and extensional measuring techniques provide a basic information on instrumentation and the methods to characterize complex materials. In addition, two chapters on melt fracture and flow of multiphase systems addressing yielding, wall slip phenomena and flow induced concentration fluctuations. Therefore, as stated in the preface, the book indeed provides a general overview on material response, instrumentation and arising problems when using rheometers and guides the reader to the appropriated literature. Therefore, Polymer and composite rheology is most suitable to engineers and graduate students especially when starting in the field of engineering and process rheology.
On the editorial side the book, however, seriously lacks several aspects of modern bookmaking and the concept of a revised version of a previously published book. For instants, all figures used are still the same Xerox type of copies either from original contributions or from the first edition without eliminating odd flaws or improving readability. Consequently, the notation varies often from figure to figure, and more serious, from text to figure. In general, there is no consistent nomenclature throughout the book. Also, with the help of modern publishing methods it would be an easy task to include pictures of rheological devices or effects instead of using 20 to 30 year old graphs and schematics. Sometimes figures even did not directly display the features discussed in the text. For beginners this is certainly not very helpful. Although not designed as general textbook on basic rheology the author delivers a weak introduction into rheology. The most recent developments in instrumentation are basically not covered and, as mentioned before, all graphs displaying equipment build in the 60' or 70'! More modern devices as the Rheometric Scientific RFX are then explained not entirely correct. When looking at the list of references one again has to conclude that the last 25 years are widely nor covered. More recent literature is here and there squeezed in and does not provide background information on oncoming experimental and theoretical research. This is obvious for the chapter on liquid-crystal polymers and suspension.
In conclusion, the book covers a wide range of practical aspects especially of interest in industrial processes and related research but fails to incorporate more recent accomplishments in practical and theoretical rheology. Therefore, one should consider this book not as a second, revised edition but as a reprint of the first issue including some changes. As a consequence, I would like to recommend other books as C. Macosko's "Rheology: Principles, Measurements, and Applications" for experimental oriented readers or R. Larson's "The Structure and Rheology of Complex Fluids" for researcher focussing on the material aspects, F. Morrison's "Understanding Rheology" as well balanced approach, and R. Tanner's "Engineering Rheology" as the advanced engineer's reference book. 
